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HOT MEALS

In collaboration with the IGE
(Institute of Business
Administration), we have launched
an initiative to cook and to
distribute around 400 hot meals
per day. Division comes as follows:
 
- 200 dishes to Geitawi Hospital
(12 to 18 August)

- 140 dishes to the Mission Village
in Geitawi (19 to 31 August)

- 100 dishes to Nation Station in
Geitawi (from 17 august)

- 150 dishes to the families which
have contacted us through our
hotline.

- The rest to our volunteers.
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5,400
HOT MEALS

DELIVERED THIS
MONTH

400
HOT MEALS

DELIVERED EVERY
DAY

AROUND



CALL CENTER

Starting from Thursday 6 August, we have put in place a call
center located at the USJ Campus of Medical Sciences. Its job is
to contact the students at the university and to inquire about
their needs.

We have provided the service with a phone number in order to
redirect all calls and requests for assistance to a single source.
The person in charge of the call center, Raoul Antoun (a law
student at the university and a member of the student council),
is in possession of the cellphone.

He manages the calls by storing them in an Excel file available
online and accessible to all members of the service.
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3,000
CALLS MADE

 TO 
STUDENTS AND

EMPLOYEES

AROUND

10,000
CALLS MADE AND

RECIEVED

AROUND



FOOD PRODUCTS

This activity has been undertaken last April by USJ students in
order to support, per month, 250 families already affected by
the economic crisis.
We have since then multiplied it by 6! 1350 families are
provided with an essential food box as well as detergents,
shampoo, toothpaste, toothbrushes, etc.
A project is being worked on: supporting 400 fixed families,
each month till December, instead of 250.
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1,350
BOXES

DISTRIBUTED 



CLEANING AND DEBRIS
REMOVAL

Teams of young volunteers have taken to the streets of Beirut to
clean and tidy up houses. This rapid intervention has allowed a
number of families to return to their homes and will subsequently
allow the damage to be assessed. However, our teams are not
only cleaning.

They are also sorting glass into bags that are then being collected
and recycled by partner NGOs. 

This has resulted in a total of 16 tons of glass being collected
for recycling.

On Tuesday the 12th and Wednesday the 13th, our volunteers
helped clean up the Oriental Library and Monot Street.
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COLLABORATION WITH
CLUB USJ VERTE

In collaboration with the USJ Verte Club and the Diane
Foundation, volunteers and members of the club have been put
in charge of sorting debris every Monday and Friday in the city
of Beirut.

A truck offered by the Diane Foundation accompanies the
volunteers throughout the city so that they can fill it with
plastic, cardboard, and nylon bags respectively.

The bags are then being placed in a room offered by the
administration of the Campus of Medical Sciences, in order to
send them to the appropriate recycling place.
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89
BAGS WERE

PICKED UP AND
READY TO BE

RECYCLED

500
RECYCLING BAGS

COLLECTED BY
VOLUNTEERS

AROUND



COLLABORATION WITH
OFFRE JOIE

In collaboration with Offre Joie, 65 volunteers from USJ have
been put in charge of helping in the renovation of a sector in
Karantina.

The volunteers helped in cleaning the houses from debris and
broken walls allowing the engineers to access and assess the
houses in terms of damages.

USJ has also supplied the NGO with hot dishes for the
volunteers' lunch break.
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PTSD GROUP SUPPORT
SESSIONS

The General Chaplaincy organised PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder) sessions for the volunteers that were in contact,
either by phone or in person, with the victims of the Beirut
explosion: 
- Call center team
- House assessment teams
- Cleaning teams

Two groups were formed, of 10 people each, at two different
times:
- 9h30 AM to 11h AM
- 11h30 AM to 1 PM

The sessions were hosted by Fr. Zaki Sader s.j.
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65
VOLUNTEERS ARE
PRESENT EVERY

DAY

ON AVERAGE

SOCIAL NETWORKS

In collaboration with the SPCom and the IGE, we have created
posters that are being shared on social networks so that
we can broadcast our requests for donations and volunteers in
a quicker and clearer way.

With the help of the Student Council, we were also able to share
an online form whose purpose was to gather volunteers. 

More than 300 volunteers have joined this project by filling in
the form and they stand ready to help with any request we
send them.
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DAMAGED HOUSES
ASSESSMENT
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95
MORE THAN

DAMAGED HOUSES
ASSESSED

In order to help the USJ community (students, employees, and
teachers), we organised visits to the damaged houses that were
communicated  to us by our call center.

Engineers and employees volunteered to pass by those houses
and fill an assessment form to know which houses should be
evacuated, which should seek repairs the fastest, and how much
will the repairs cost.

Donations from different fields (house supplies, bathroom
supplies, wood, and glass) were given to us from donors covering
a big part of repair costs.



General Chaplaincy: call center responsible for calling all
members of the USJ community living in the explosion zone;
cleaning; distribution of sandwiches; distribution of hot dishes in
collaboration with IGE; distribution of foodstuff boxes and house
furniture.

Student Life Department: Listening and psychological support
unit; Field visit teams assessing demands of students & staff at USJ
affected by the explosion.

Opération 7ème Jour: Medical support; development and
cleaning; kitchen support; support of the Lebanese Army mission;
free consultations concerning building safety; free physiotherapy
sessions for the injured; distribution of gas cylinders.

Human Resources Department: Assessment of the explosion
damage in the USJ community (Employee / Teachers affected by
the explosion); call for volunteers in the field.

UNIVERSITY SERVICES
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together


